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WELCOME BACK

TO SCHOOL!

What a marvelous start to the school year it has been! The
first day of school was a day of celebration of our community
and the relationships within it. From the Coffee Cart that
greeted staff and parents, to the all-school photo taken by
drone, to name-games in classroom circle times, the first day
was all about making new relationships and rekindling old
ones.
Relationships is an important theme I’ve set for Gardner
this year. As I explained to teachers last week during our
InService preparations, recent studies have confirmed
the importance of relationships to student learning.
Indeed, a student’s relationships at school is one of the
most significant predictors of a student’s success. But it’s
not simply the relationships between students and their
respective teachers; rather, for students to reach their

COMING UP NEXT WEEK
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potential, they must form relationships with teachers and
staff throughout the school.
Fortunately for us, forming relationships among all
teachers/staff and students is a well-established value
at Gardner. So, too, is developing relationships among
students of all grade levels, such as through our Buddies
Program and our mixed grade-level recess periods. I look
forward this year to working with teachers to enhance
these opportunities for students. And I am eager to
deepen my relationships with students, modeling for
them those characteristics that define healthy, meaningful
relationships.
Gardner is an amazing school, which is not surprising
because it is comprised of amazing people. Each of us—
teachers, staff, students, parents—has an important role
in our success. The more connections we have with one
another, the more we flourish.
What an opportunity we have to do great things together!

KLICKITAT & TAHOMA
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SWEAT EQUITY DAY
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Teaching deeply, learning fully, cultivating responsibility— one mind at a time.

WELCOME BACK POTLUCK
5:30pm
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GARDNER PORTAL

SEEN AROUND CAMPUS

PLEASE LOGIN AND COMPLETE YOUR ONLINE
REGISTRATION IN THE NEW GARDNER PORTAL!
In addition to the paper registration forms, we need each
parent to login to the Gardner Portal to complete online
medical forms, photo permissions, pick-up permissions
and emergency contacts.

TIP #1: BOTH PARENTS must login to their own profile to
complete / submit student forms before they are complete.
TIP #2: ONCE YOU HAVE CREATED YOUR CREDENTIALS
you will use your username (firstname.lastname instead of
your email address.)

To get complete instructions for the Gardner Portal, refer to
the e-mail sent by Melinda DiCillo on 8/21/18.

REMINDERS
LABEL YOUR BELONGINGS - Please be sure to mark
your child’s name on anything they bring to school:
water bottles, lunchboxes, jackets, clothing, boots, etc.
COMPLETE YOUR REGISTRATION FORMS and turn
into Melinda in the office. In addition to completing
your online registration in the Gardner Portal, we need
signed registration forms turned in as soon as possible.
Forms can be found HERE.

WE’RE ON INSTAGRAM!
thegardnerschoolwa
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